Dodge City --- Ideologies, Myths, etc. 					Michael Pruess
	Dodge City expresses many of the ideologies listed in class the other day, such as freedom, money (progress), bravery, and honesty. Hatton pursues freedom in his initial rejection of the Colonel Dodge's offer, exhibiting his desire to be trail driving with his buddies. The entire plot stands for progress, what with the film being a "historical epic," and in the case of Colonel Dodge (who, to me, seemed evil at first, despite his apparent role as a good person) this means money. Irving, Hatton, and Joe of the local Tabloid Club all exhibit bravery in going up against Surrett. Honesty versus dishonesty is portrayed in Surrett's tactics versus Hatton's obligation to the law; Surrett has gotten away from the law this whole time by using his underlings and lying about all the crimes he has committed and Hatton, in enforcing the law, can't even allow himself to throw Surrett's hated right-hand man to his supporting mob.
	As for what "myths" of the Frontier are used to present these ideologies; isn't the film itself a myth of the Frontier that incorporates the ideologies of the Frontier as the basis of its genre? If "myths" here refers to events like the "Pearl Harbor, Alamo, Custer's Last Stand" list given on the worksheet from the other day, then there's nothing (no specific historical events referred to).
	Central to the film was Hatton's perspective of freedom. Even after he becomes sheriff we see that he is not a perfectly "civilized" person in the base violence he uses to exert his rule. And when he finally cleans up Dodge City and decides to settle down, we see that this is not really what he wants to do; Irving (also not quite suited for her role in civilized society, as someone who belongs "at home sewing buttons") with minimal urging gets Hatton to show that yes, he is overjoyed to go clean another town (pioneering, after a fashion). Despite having donned a badge and cleaned a crime-infested town, Hatton still seeks the freedom he knew when driving trails.
